
BEYOND ADVENTURE  
EXTREME 

INTERCONTINENTAL RALLY DAKAR 2020

Do you recall following the Paris to Dakar Rally on TV where drivers were 
fighting the dunes of the Sahara?  

Dreaming about being part of this ultimate adventure? 
You can experience this famous Rally Raid and follow in the tracks  
of Ari Vantanen, Jacky Ickx, Jutta Kleinschmidt and Carlos Sainz.



The history of the Dakar Rally starts in 1978 when 182 vehicles turned up on the Place du 
Trocadéro for a 10,000-kilometre journey into the unknown - destination Dakar. The greatest 
Rally in the world was born. Due to political and security reasons - the Rally was moved to 
South America, however the Intercontinental Rally stayed back in Africa and is still using large 
parts of the original route from the early beginnings. The real deal. It is an endurance test for 
man and machine. Every year this race attracts more and more adventurous drivers competing 
against each other.  
 

    Are you one of them?



INTERCONTINENTAL RALLY DAKAR 2020
If you want to live the “Dakar spirit”, the annual Intercontinental Rally Raid is just for you.  
It is a “must do” for motor enthusiasts who want to test their boundaries in a challenging but  
well-organized Trans-Africa Rally. A challenge for those who go. A dream for those who stay 
behind. The route passes through some of the most spectacular landscapes in Morocco, 
Mauritania and Senegal evoking a timeless sense of adventure and exploration. From the 
endless dunes of the Sahara to the desolate expanses of coastal deserts, the rocky trails 
of the Atlas, and the low lying Savanna, each day brings new surprises and unexpected 
challenges for cars and drivers.

The Rally is divided into stages of different lengths ranging from 138 km to 600 km per day. 
These are about driving on time, so the fastest team wins. The driving can be shared between 
both sharing the vehicle.

Long days behind the steering wheel are a part of the entire challenge - just like getting stuck 
and having to find solutions. Navigation is one of the most important aspects of the Rally, you 
can win 5 minutes going very fast but you can lose 3 hours by going the wrong way.

The route is handed out every evening for the following day, so no one can prepare more than 
others. The routes consist of geo points that must be passed by as well as via points to help 
you to find the best possible route through the stage. 

 

Every evening we have a team navigation briefing where the route for the next day is handed 
out on various devises to make the navigation as easy as possible. After a nice dinner and 
briefing get ready to enjoy the 1.000.000 stars hotel night, in your in own new private bed  
and tent.

After an often short night the action starts early again, simply like nomads across the Sahara.

The nights are spent in a mobile camp called the
‘Bivouak’. Here we offer the best service within the 
Rally with our purpose-built team truck. Short but 
warm showers are waiting for you and our chef will 
prepare the long-awaited dinner. The support team 
will try to handle all technical issues - and you must 
assist in cleaning the vehicle and to prepare for  
the next day.



THE “VEHICLE”
To run a full Dakar Rally like the big car manufacturer supported teams will set you back 
millions of Euro, but now Can Am has changed the game with the Maverick. It has made it 
possible to run the same pace at a fraction of the cost.

We can now offer you a brand new Maverick X3 RC specially prepared for  
the Dakar Experience.

With 172 hp and 700 kg there will always be more than enough power. It sprints from 0-100 
km/h in 4 sec. Low weight means you are staying on top of the sand and with 65 cm wheel 
travel you keep perfect traction all the time. It has automatic transmission, power steering and 
you choose with the flick of button if you want 2 or 4-wheel drive and how many differentials 
shall be activated. Alternatively, the intelligent drive-mode handles all for you. The Maverick 
even has a race mode if you dare. All is up to you. Heating, loudspeakers and aircon is not on 
the option list.

Sure thing is, you have a purpose-built vehicle in your hands with the potential to win.  
Our team has fitted extra fuel capacity, 2 spare tires, additional protection and all the 
important navigation equipment for you to reach Dakar safely.



BEYOND ADVENTURE EXTREME DAKAR
Be ready for an adventure of a lifetime.

We offer you a unique “arrive and drive” concept. You will receive all needed information before 
hand. So arrive to Almeria, race to Dakar and fly back home safe and sound with a huge 
adventure behind you. 

If you are new to desert rally raids set 1-2 days aside to learn about the vehicle and navigation 
systems. Accept that on-route 5-star accommodation simply does not exist but enjoy the best 
camp set-up of the entire Rally. Also be aware that you will get into situations where you need 
to work hard to find solutions. All you need is a helmet and a good warm jacket as the vehicle 
does not offer too much weather protection. 

Beyond Adventure Extreme Dakar supplies:
Specially prepared vehicle Maverick X3 RC • Information Package • Team preparation • Vehicle 
and support team transport • Team wear • Transport of the Maverick X3 RC to start point and 
back from finish point • Well prepared and fresh food and drinks • Snacks • Daily lunch packs  

Team support is including:
Mechanical service / Mechanic • All none damage related maintenance • Fully equipped team 
truck • Selected spare parts • 4 new tires • Fuel • 24-hour back office GPS surveillance of all 
vehicles • Safety plans • Travel insurance with recovery • Third-party and Road Insurance  
• Satellite text connection / Wi-Fi where GSM allows • Navigation support • Visa service and 
fees • New private tent, bed, mattress and warm sleeping bag • Headlight • Private team show-
er and toilets • Top class hotel at the start and finish of Rally • Shuttle from Dakar to Air port

Rally entry fee is including:
Routes and organization • Ambulance service • Tracking • Recovery to nearest town  
• Photo service

Beyond Adventure Extreme Dakar does NOT include: 
Your own transport to start and from finish • Extra transport cost if Dakar is not reached  
• Compensation if the Dakar is not reached • Damages / Punctures • Helmet • Alcohol



BEYOND ADVENTURE INTERCONTINENTAL RALLY 2020 FACTS

Duration and Dates:
15 days (13 driving days) I ~ 6.000km
19th of January to 02th of February 2020

Intercontinental Rally
Map

Vehicle:
New Can Am Maverick X3 RC Turbo R

Prices on application: 
Please contact us.

Misc:
If no prior sand driving experience, please prepare to plan for mandatory extra training.
If you want to buy your own Maverick, we can be helpful with all support.
A € 10.000 damage deposit in required prior to the start of the Rally and will be returned 
immediately after the vehicle is returned in good condition after the Rally in Dakar.
Transport from Malaga airport is included. 

Contact:
If you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to contact our team  
at jan@grc.as or call: +45 31 12 11 01 (also available on WhatsApp).

Let the adventure begin,

Jan Kalmar, founder

Milius & Partners OÜ I Soola tn. 8 | Tartu 51004 | Estonia | +45 31 12 11 01 
www.milius-partners.com | office@milius-partners.com

http://intercontinentalrally.com/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1C_Yvm_plfhSmCz_NPBq927b7SC1k7HLL&usp=sharing
mailto:jan%40grc.as?subject=


EXCELLENCE PAIRED WITH PROFESSIONALISM,
PASSION, ADVENTURE AND PRECISION

Beyond Adventure Extreme is all about exploring the world on passionate and unique 
driving adventures. Getting from A to B shall become your experience not just transport.  
We offer you the opportunity to explore some of your “bucket-list” destinations.  
All behind the steering wheel of the best suitable vehicle for the challenge. 

We dare to motivate you to go where no-one normally goes and we want to exceed your 
expectations with our one-of-its-kind concepts. We redefine automotive adventures and 
target via a distinctive teamwork to also extend your network and to create friendships.  
With joining a Beyond Adventure Extreme you will become part of a passionate team  
and will immediately feel our uniqueness in how we do things.

Milius & Partners and its experience program Beyond Adventure Extreme was established by 
Jan Kalmar – an adventurer, petrol head and extreme driver who is constantly exploring the 
planet on four wheels. This lifelong passion has led to an extensive network. Jan has bent the 
limits for automotive challenges for over 20 years and even set World Records in the process.

Individual Approach

For us the experience must be distinctive - we deliver the best service wherever we go and 
never lose the flexibility and our individual approach.

Your Team

The passion for adventures is deep within our vastly experienced event team. We will ensure 
the best possible comfort and always make sure you never feel alone. In case of an emergency, 
break down or a simple puncture, there will be a solution assisted by the Beyond Adventure 
Extreme team. So, although you drive solitary, you are never alone, even in the most remote 
areas.

Behind the scenes, a team of travel experts is on stand-by from start to finish following you 
via GPS tracking for your safety and comfort - always ready to support.  

The experience starts already when signing in, from that moment on you may always rely on 
our experience to assist you with all aspects of the entire project. Surely most wishes can be 
sorted. The true adventure starts at the arrival airport. From here all is taken care of all the 
way to the departure airport- get ready to explore the world you never knew existed ...  
the extraordinary world!



IMPRESSIONS OF THE INTERCONTINENTAL RALLY DAKAR 2019


